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Zirconia Custom 

Abutment

with Ti-base

Titanium Custom 

Abutment

Titanium 

Screw-Retained 

Crown

- Export STL scan files from Omnicam
Include: Upper Jaw, Lower Jaw, and Scanbody STL files.
- Use implant scan body, available from Imagine or Sirona.
- Include the implant type/diameter on the DD2322.
- The Ti-base and abutment will be cemented by the ADL.

- Exception: Screw-Retained Zirconia restorations cannot be cemented 
from all-digital workflow without a cast for indexing. These will come 
un-cemmented from the ADL.

Single Implant 
Restorations
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Sirona 
Scan Post and Scan 

Cap

Imagine
MIST Scan body

Navy Scan Body Options



ECAT
Part Numbers

3IC = Certain
NBR = Tri-lobe

Imagine ECAT Catalog
imaginedod.com

http://imaginedod.com


Scan Post

Scan Cap

S (Small Screw Channel) 

6431329

L (Large Screw Channel)

6431311

Sirona Scan Post 
and Cap

Information

**Not on ECAT** 
Credit Card Purchase from 

Sirona.



- Follow normal CEREC scan and design sequence. 
- Use published parameters for lab manufactured crowns. 
- Send the completed restoration STL and the DD2322. 
- Restoration cannot be altered by the ADL, simply milled. 
- Proximal contacts may need to be heavier for gold crowns
to allow for polishing process. Dial in your preferences. 

ADL Materials for CEREC Crown / Patterns

High-Strength Zirconia
Translucent Zirconia
Gradient High-Translucency Zirconia

Milled wax for casting / pressing

High Noble Gold Crown

Milled Wax Patterns
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CEREC
Designed Crowns
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Wax Pattern, Zirconia or 

Strategy Milling Lab Crown



Milled
Nightguards

3

**Currently, submit only to Norfolk 
ADL**



- Intraoral Scan must be made using CEREC Ortho 1.2
- Scan patient in centric relation position, with anterior jig to
position mandible at the occlusal vertical dimension that
represents the desired nightguard thickness.
- Maxillary scan must be thorough for maxillary nightguard,
opposing arch can be missing some areas of data. 

Milled from Clear 
PMMA puck for 

passive fit.

Leaf gauge in 
place for buccal 

scan
Opening =
Nightguard 
Thickness

CEREC 
Ortho

Output

Milled
Nightguards
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Printed Models

4

Printed Surgical 
Guides

5

- Intraoral Scan must be made using CEREC Ortho 1.2 for an accurate 
model

- You may request a digital wax-up and 3D-PDF review prior to 
printing

- Surgical guides need to have been exported from Blue Sky Bio (BSB) 
for printing at the ADL.
- Your command should also supply the guide tubes.
- You can elect to dial-in your guide tube resin diameter to match 

exactly your Sx guide spoons, and potentially eliminate the need 
for metal guide tubes.  



Technical Instructions for ADL Workflows

1. Export of Jaw Scans
2. Export of CEREC-Designed Restorations 
3. Digital Submission of Cases with SAFE site



Exporting CEREC files for use
at the Area Dental Lab



Provided by Sirona to every Navy Dental Clinic 
with CEREC machines. 



License Manager



Dropdown for 
licenses



These license components will 
be present on every updated 

CEREC license for export. 
(CEREC SW 4.5 and 4.6)



CEREC File Types

RST - Conventional CEREC file, contains all acquisition images and has large file 
size. Not directly compatible with Sirona Lab systems. 

DXD - Condensed CEREC file, contains only finalized models (no color)  and none 
of the design sequence. 

STL - Generic file type that can be utilized by any open source design/planning 
software. This file type can be used to export models and completed restorations. 
This file type can be read used by Area Dental Labs. 

ORTHO - The CEREC Ortho SW file type, similar to a DXD. This file type can only be 
opened by CEREC Ortho SW. It does not contain the original acquisition images. 



Final Note regarding CEREC Exports:

There is no easy way to mark a margin in CEREC and pass 
this onto the dental lab. 

This can only be done by exporting an “.RST file”
which is a large file and can only 

be read by CEREC software.  Army and USAF ADLs use this file type for 
CEREC digital submissions.

Most Area Dental Labs do not have CEREC software. 
Please check with the lab you are submitting a case

to if this is an important feature for you. 



Exporting Jaw Scans 
from CEREC 4.6 SW



Initial Step: 
Completing the CEREC Prescription

When anticipating the export of jaw scans to 
Exocad, there is no required restoration
prescription for the initial CEREC screen.

Simply skip directly to acquisition. 



Complete acquisition phase. 
If a biocopy or scanbody catalog is 

used, confirm that registration with 
the jaw scan is complete.

(green checkmark)



Confirm occlusal contact 
points and intensity are 

appropriate. 



Display opposing jaw to 
confirm correct 

position. 



Once you reach model axis, 
you can export the jaw scans.



If creating an implant 
restoration in Exocad, 

image the implant scan 
body in the Scanbody 
upper/lower catalog 

(as appropriate.) 



Another view of the scanbody 
image. Note that proximal 

contacts are not recorded.  The 
only critical portion of this scan 

is the scan body and some of 
the neighboring teeth to 

register it to the jaw scan. 



Scanboday image turned 
off, revealing the jaw scan 
and the properly imaged 

proximal contact ares. 



File export option in 
CEREC Menu



You have an option for the quality of the STL export. 
Choose the highest resolution. 



Export file options include CEREC 4.x Cases (.rst) and 
Open file format (.stl). If the STL option is not available, 

then your export license is not installed properly. 



Output from the Export function:
Each image catalog is labeled and is now in STL format. 

The “616045” is the file name specified by the user. 
In this example it was the local laboratory case number. 

Send all of these files to the ADL with either a DVD 
or through the AMRDEC SAFE site. 



Exporting a Designed Restoration
from CEREC 4.6 SW



If you are using CEREC to send to the 
ADL for milling wax, zirconia, or emax 

on a 5-axis mill…
Use these TelioCAD milling parameters. 

Why? 
-Because the crown intaglio tool path 

is best for a 5-axis mill
-Because the occlusal anatomy 

proposal will be better.

VS



To export a 
completed CEREC 
restoration, select 
export instead of

the usual milling tab. 



To export, click on the 
start button.  



Before exporting, confirm the 
inside of the restoration is 

suitable for milling on lab mills. 
Flat spots indicate the wrong 
material was selected for the 

original prescription.  



Return to the admin 
screen and modify the 

case details. 



Select TelioCAD milling. 
This generates the correct 
shape for the inside of the 

crown to be made on lab mills. 



Completed Prescription.
Jump back to manufacturing. 



Notice the inside of the restoration has 
flat spots and had not changed.  You 

need to make the CEREC software 
re-calculate the internal aspect. 



Return to design and select 
parameters. Change the cement 
spacer to make CEREC re-think 

the internal shape. Click OK. 



The internal aspect of the 
crown now has the correct 

drill compensation. 
Select “export to STL” and

press the start button. 



The file is ready to submit to the lab 
for milling. Please name the file with 

your local lab case number. 



Wax Pattern, Zirconia or 

Strategy Milling Lab Crown



Sending Files with the AMRDEC 
File Transfer Portal
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AMRDEC File Transfer Portal

Can be used to send large files (up to 2 GB) 

into OR out of the DoD Network.

Either the sender or the recipient must have a

military email address. Both can also be military.

Files can be sent directly from an Omnicam

(connected to WiFi) to the ADL using this portal. 

It is safe for sending PII but if you are sending from 

non-DOD computers it should be PII free. 



Notes on AMRDEC File Submission

If you want to submit the file from your DoD computer,

Burn a DVD from your Omnicam. 

San Diego ADL email address: 
usn.san-diego.navmedcensanca.mbx.nmcsd-adl-cadcam-submission@mail.mil

Norfolk ADL email address
usn.hampton-roads.navhospporsva.mbx.bhcnorfolktriad-adl@mail.mil

@mail.mil

Please include your DD2322 as an attached file

in your AMRDEC file submission. 



https://safe.apps.mil/





Complete this section. 
Email can be civilian email 

address if recipient is 
military email. 



Select the STL file(s) and include 
the DD 2322 Lab Rx to send to 

the ADL.



To encrypt every file for PII/PHI 
this box will apprear when you 

click the check box. 

Email this passphrase also to the 
ADL’s email.



Success!



Copy and Paste this link 
to verify you are the sender. 

Copy and Paste this password
to receive the files.
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